FOOD CRUSH: RIBS

Jennifer George likes her ribs like Lennox Lewis’s fists - fleshy and broad. Luckily, Big Easy has mastered the art...
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The Kings Road’s Big Easy is a London institution – you can’t call yourself a true Sloane unless you’ve tied one of their plastic bibs around your neck. Its new Covent Garden arm might cater for a different audience, but the barbecue blaze is just as bright, and one rule remains: you MUST order the ribs. Dry rubbed in the house salts and spices, they leave the kitchen blackened and crunchy, sauce on the side, so you can admire them in all their naked glory. When it comes to ribs, size does matter, and these bad boys are super heavy weight- fleshy and broad as Lennox Lewis’s fists. It’s almost impossible to finish them but equally impossible not to. ‘Oh, but what do I order if I’m a vege…’ THE RIBS. Didn’t you get that? Order them, eat your fries and slaw (both awesome) and become the most popular person at your table as you auction off your leftovers.

For more quality restaurants, see the Tatler Restaurant Guide 2014
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